Spring we Fall will find it dull, but my dear sister
I hope to get home long before
this, Hill Street not. I wish
that you would tell sister Eliz. to write me. What is the
situation when close the list
my Bf., is in New York
about to know when she will
return but fear before long.
I know dear sister that
you all will be all in your
powers for me, but what can
you do nothing. I am glad that
they are going to draft in with
me. Uncle John to go in the old
Reps. Should be filled. I would
more for farm the rest of
old troops than one dog then
nes. Try to uncle Danil if
he want to write to me that
he can direct to me at Laurens,
or Nashville I shall get his
letter, but if he want care
anything writing about cast
anything about having him. Tell
false to write to me. I wish
that even Mul was bring
me letter from my sister